CPAC Meeting Notes
March 10, 2022
Present: Rosalie Anders, Tom Chase, Peter Crawley, Trisha Montalbo, Steven Nutter, Paula
Phipps, Jerrad Pierce, Julie Wormser, Susanne Rasmussen, Seth Federspiel
Susanne Rasmussen, Director’s Report:
 BEUDO amendments being discussed and debated in Council Committees. Property
owners also participating, including Harvard & MIT. Will be several months before
Ordinance Committee can take another vote, due to scheduling.
 NZAP also being discussed and Council requested faster implementation.
 ARPA funds may be available for sustainability initiatives, such as energy efficiency
measures – but needs COVID nexus to qualify.
 New Transportation group led by Councilor Azeem to explore fare-free transit routes
and/or means testing for fare setting.
 Article in today’s Globe: MBTA moving to transition bus fleet to battery busses over
time. Battery electric busses coming. Due to road construction, Cambridge will have
diesel busses for 2 years b/c overhead electric infrastructure coming down and electric
busses not ready for 2 years. Need to update the Cambridge garage to accommodate
electric busses (equipped with auxiliary diesel fuel heaters for winter use).
 CPAC letters have been considered by Councilors for both BEUDO and NZAP.
 CPAC is being considered as participant at Council meetings.
 David Rabkin asks re: State Straw Net Zero Stretch-Code and opportunity for public
comment. City CDD and Council are sending comment letters advocating for stronger
requirements to align with Net Zero roadmap, such as “Net Zero code should not allow
on-site fossil fuel combustion.”
Minutes revision for February meeting notes: Jarred notes that page 2, bullet 2 should change
to “…City is interested in adopting the specialized opt-in code.”
Conversation about role of CPAC and review of Jam-board comments from last month’s CPAC
meeting. See additional post-it notes on Jam-board (appended)

Group discussion of how to reinvigorate CPAC, stimulated via 2 questions:
1. What’s in the way?
2. What should we be doing?
See Jam-board post-it notes for comments.
Chat comments:
I think the best way for people to get involved is canvassing. Perhaps knocking on doors and if
no one answers leave a blurb with a website and/or phone number about what CPAC is and

what CPAC is doing. Consider reaching out to CHA and asking to partner with developments to
send flyers in multi languages for outreach to disadvantaged communities. You can even reach
out to local churches/community centers to spread the word. More people would be interested
if they knew the work you all do and how it effects them.
If you want to reach out to youths, reach out to the youth centers. There’s five/six centers that
are always looking for ways to participate in Cambridge centered activities.
CDD usually hires students through the Mayors Summer Youth Employment Program to assist
in our climate engagement activities. Would be great to talk about what would be priority
canvassing and other actions they could engage in.
Group Discussion:
Expand the population of people at the table in CPAC and attending meetings from public.
Invite representatives from other City groups, like Mothers Out Front, climate groups, as well as
other City departments, like Public Health, DPW, etc. And also
Somerville climate committee meetings often have many guests, including guest presenters.
What time and contribution commitments should be expected of CPAC members?
If have defined role and goals it’s easier to stay interested as member versus boiling the ocean.
Homework for Committee: circulate anonymous Google doc and ask each member to answer
the questions: (make answers “actionable”)
Why are we here on CPAC? And what do we as CPAC want to help the City accomplish? (David
will re-state these questions.)
Member event sharing:
Biodiversity for a Livable Planet hosting conference on March 19 on Water.
Paula will send link to this event and two others.

Appendix: Jamboard Notes

